Title: Tutorial for Turning on Notability Backup on the iPad

Purpose: Use this Alice world as "how-to" tutorial to backup files in Notability on the iPad to iCloud.

The Notability app is used through Middle School on the iPad across all courses. Students are provided with a school-generated AppleID for backing up school-related data to iCloud. The Notability back-up is a safety net for recovering student files, folders and dividers in case of breaking or loss of the iPad.

Format: An Alice world tutorial or the tutorial as a video.

Name of Source Code: NotabilityBackupLessonPlan.a2w

Audience: 5th Grade and up, or teacher

Introduction: The Notability app has a built-in backup function, to store the file structure and student-created data files within Notability on Apple's iCloud cloud servers. The backup function is turned off by default, this Alice world will explain how to turn on the backup function on the iPad.

Prerequisites: An iPad with Notability installed, an AppleID and AppleID password. Check that student is logged in with their AppleID on the iPad.

Instructions: The student or teacher with an iPad would start the Alice world named, NotabilityBackupLessonPlan.a2w. The world will start, an animated character will walk a student through the steps to turn on Notability backup on their iPad. The world will occasionally pause while the student performs the actual step on their iPad. The student can press the letter "N" to continue the tutorial.

Steps Demonstrated:

- Show opening instructions
- Opening Notability
- Click on gear icon
- Show notability backup page
- Turn on backup switch
- Looking at backup indicator

Odds and Ends:
Added a "Press N" event periodically make the world self-paced.